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Abstract

This article introduces POPMUSIC, a meta-heuristic that has been
successfully applied to various combinatorial optimization problems. This
meta-heuristic is especially useful for designing heuristic methods for large
combinatorial problems that can be partially optimized. The basic idea
is to optimize sub-parts of solutions until a local optimum is reached.
Implementations of the technique to large centroid clustering and to the
problem of balancing mechanical parts are shown to be very ecient.

1 Introduction
When presented with large combinatorial optimization problems to be solved,
a natural re ex is to decompose these large problems into independent subproblems that are solved with an appropriate procedure. In this way, large
problems can be e ciently tackled since the complexity of the global method
grows slowly, typically in O(n) or O(n log(n)), where n is the problem size.
However, proceeding like this may lead to solutions of moderate quality since
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the sub-problems might have been created in a somewhat arbitrary fashion.
Indeed, it is not easy to nd an appropriate way to decompose a problem a
priori. The basic idea of POPMUSIC is to locally optimize, sub-parts of a
solution, a posteriori, once a solution to the problem is available. These local
optimizations are repeated until a local optimum is found. So, POPMUSIC can
be seen as a local search working with a special, large neighbourhood. This is
why POPMUSIC has been called LOPT (standing for Local Optimizations ) in
the seminal work of 23, 24] and LNS (standing for Large Neighbourhood Search )
in the work of 19].
In contrast to other meta-heuristics that have been inspired by a natural
process (such as simulated annealing, genetic algorithms or ant systems) which
metaphor is translated for designing an optimization technique, POPMUSIC has
been synthesized by analyzing principles used in heuristic methods designed for
various combinatorial optimization problems. Therefore, other methods than
those quoted above are based on POPMUSIC principles. The aim of this paper is to introduce the basic concept of this method and to show that it may
successfully be applied to some known combinatorial optimization problems outperforming previous methods from the literature. Furthermore, we show that a
number of dierent methods, presented under various names such as LNS 19],
shue 2], MIMAUSA 14], VNDS 11] or hybrid tabu search/branch & bound 6]
share similar ideas within the same general framework. Therefore, this paper
tries to extract the essence of these methods and to synthesize a number of ideas
under the same framework that are very close, in a fashion similar to what was
done for AMP (Adaptive Memory Programming ) 24, 25] for meta-heuristics
working with a memory.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, POPMUSIC principles are
presented. Then, Section 3 reviews methods that are based on these principles.
Application for vehicle routing problems 22, 16, 17, 19] and clustering 23] are
reviewed. Moreover, similar ideas have been already used in other applications,
for example in scheduling 2] (Shu e procedure), direct ight network 6] (Hybrid tabu search/branch & bound application). Finally, a new application to the
balancing of mechanical parts is proposed in Section 4 and shown to be e cient.

2 POPMUSIC
Local search methods have been used for a long time to improve the quality of a
given solution of a combinatorial optimization problem. They consist in dening
a subset of neighbour solutions for each feasible solution of the problem under
consideration. Having dened a neighbourhood, local searches attempt to nd a
good solution, starting from an initial solution (whose quality is not necessarily
good) by moving in the solution space from one solution to a neighbour one.
Very often, local search methods use neighbourhoods whose size are polynomial in the problem size. To illustrate, let us suppose that we want to solve
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a clustering problem consisting in classifying a number n of elements into p
classes. The elements have characteristics (e.g. co-ordinates on the Euclidean
plane). These characteristics are used to dene a (dis-)similarity measure between elements (e.g. the distance on the plane). The objective of a clustering
problem is to nd classes, or clusters that are homogeneous and well separated
(e.g. classes that minimize the sum of all distances between elements belonging
to the same class).
A very well known method for clustering problems is the k-means algorithm 10] that consists in moving one element from one class into another
class. This neighbourhood is relatively small (in O(np)). However, for problem
instances of large size (n and p), this neighbourhood contains a majority of solutions that are useless to enumerate. Let us illustrate this by the solution to a
Euclidean problem presented in Figure 1 (in this gure, small disks are entities
and large ones are centres of clusters). Considering the two classes on the top
of the gure (in dark grey), it is clear that moving an element into the other
class cannot improve the solution since both clusters are homogeneous and well
separated.
On one hand, the k-means neighbourhood is too large. On the other hand,
it is too small to generate solution of good quality 4]. The aim of POPMUSIC
is precisely to suggest how to generate neighbourhoods that are better adapted
to problems of large size. These neighbourhoods are large and are not explicitly
enumerated. Generally, they are implicitly enumerated with the help of an
optimization procedure, either an exact one or a heuristic one.
For large problems, it is often possible to consider that the solutions are
composed of parts, sometimes called chunks 26]. Coming back to our clustering
example, it is logical to consider a cluster as a part of a solution. Later, we
are going to give other examples of part denitions for other combinatorial
optimization problems.
So, let us suppose that a solution S can be represented as a set of parts
s1 : : : sp . Moreover, some parts are more in relation with some other parts.
In Figure 1, the well separated clusters in dark grey at the top are very loosely
connected and the clusters in medium grey around the cluster in black at the
bottom left of the gure are closely related. So, let us suppose that a relatedness
measure can be dened between two parts. The central idea of POPMUSIC is
to select a part si , called seed part and a number r < p of parts si1 : : : sir
that are mostly related with seed part si to form a sub-problem called Ri . For
the clustering example, the sub-problem Ri is itself a clustering problem, but
smaller than the initial one.
If parts and sub-problems are dened in an appropriate way, to every improvement of the sub-problem corresponds an improvement of the solution of the
whole problem. So, if all these conditions can be met for the combinatorial optimization problem considered, it is possible to state a local search optimization
frame that consists in trying to improve all sub-problems that can be dened,
3
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Figure 1: Example of two parts that are very loosely related (on the top, in dark
grey) and a sub-problem created with 10 parts around a Seed part (in black) for
the best solution known to a minimum sum-of-squares problem instance with
3038 entities and 100 clusters
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until the solution does not contain a sub-problem that can be improved. In the
POPMUSIC frame that follows, the set O of part corresponds precisely to seed
parts that have been used to dene sub-problems that have been unsuccessfully
optimized. Once O contains all the parts of the complete solution, then all
sub-problems have been examined without success and the process stops.
Our POPMUSIC frame has one parameter, r, that controls the size of the
sub-problems to be optimized and can be sketched as follows :
POPMUSIC(r)
1. Input : Solution S composed of parts s1 : : : sp
2. Set O =
3. While O = s1 : : : sp repeat
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(a) Select si = O
(b) Create a sub-problem Ri composed of the r parts si1 : : : sir most
related to si
(c) Optimize Ri
(d) If Ri has been improved, update S (and corresponding parts) and
set O
Else set O O si
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Basically, the technique is a gradient method that starts from a given initial
solution and that stops in a local optimum relative to a large neighbourhood
structure. Indeed, the neighbourhood structure contains all solutions S that
dier from S only by sub-problem Ri i = 1 : : : p, i.e., the size of the neighbourhood is the number of solutions to the sub-problems. Naturally, this number
may be huge and grows exponentially with parameter r (for r = p Ri = S and
the technique just optimizes S directly). So, the optimization step cannot be
performed by explicit enumeration of the neighbourhood (as in \classical" local
search) but either by implicit enumeration methods (such as branch & bound) or
by a heuristic method. The optimization procedure may also contain a number
of parameters p1 p2 : : : . In this case, POPMUSIC has additional parameters,
stated as POPMUSIC(r p1 : : :) in the following.
Let us comment on the general POPMUSIC framework step by step. First,
the technique can be seen as a \simple" local search. So, it can be embedded
in a meta-heuristic that uses a local search as building block. Typical examples
are AMP or MIMAUSA. In fact, the method of Rochat and Taillard 17] for
vehicle routing problems is precisely an AMP that embeds an optimizer based
on POPMUSIC. In MIMAUSA, the sub-problems are optimized using an exact
method based on branch & bound and the value of POPMUSIC parameter r
is automatically tuned in such a way to optimize the largest sub-problems that
the exact method is able to solve in a reasonable computing time.
0
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When designing a method based on POPMUSIC for a given problem, the
rst choice that has to be made is to dene the parts of a solution. To illustrate
what a part can be, let us take the example of the vehicle routing problem.
A solution to this problem is a set of vehicle tours visiting customers. Each
customer belongs to one, and only one tour. Therefore, the tours are disjoint
and it is quite natural to consider a tour as a part of a solution. This approach
was adopted in 22, 16] where the optimizers used are heuristic methods based
on tabu search. In 19], the optimizer used is an exact algorithm based on
constraint logic programming and a part of a solution can be dened as one
customer.
Once the parts of a solution have been dened, POPMUSIC tries to improve
the solution by locally improving a sub-problem composed of a seed part and
few parts that mostly interact with the chosen seed part. The number of parts
considered for optimizing the sub-problem so dened is given by r, the parameter
of the method.
The mechanism proposed for avoiding to try to improve a sub-problem that
has already been tried to be improved without success is to maintain a set O of
seed parts that has dened a sub-problem already treated without success. Once
all parts of a solution are contained in O, the solution is a local optimum and
the process stops. In case a sub-problem Ri has been successfully improved, a
number of parts from si1 : : : sir have been changed and the solution is perhaps
not locally optimized in the neighbourhood of the parts that have been modied.
Therefore, O is emptied before continuing the process.
A meta-heuristic just provides guidelines for designing optimization methods. The art of the designer is to nd how to implement the points that are
not specied precisely in the meta-heuristic for the specic problem he wants
to solve. The main points that are left free by POPMUSIC are the following :
1.
2.
3.
4.

Denition of the parts of a solution
Selection procedure of a part in O
Relatedness function between parts
Subproblem optimizer

In the next section, we review some methods that are using POPMUSIC
principles by specifying the choices made for the four free points quoted above.
This allows a very synthetic description of the methods.
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3 Some methods using POPMUSIC principles
3.1 Vehicle routing
The most basic vehicle routing problem (VRP) is to nd a set of vehicle tours
starting from and coming back to a depot, in such a way that the tours cover all
the customers once and only once, with the constraint that the sum of customers
demands on a tour is not higher than the capacity of the vehicles (see 3] for
more details about the VRP). There are mainly two possibilities for dening a
part of a solution: In 22, 16, 17] a part is a vehicle tour and in 19] a part is a
customer. So, a solution can be seen either as a set of tours or as a set of travel
from one customer to another. Depending on the point of view, quite dierent
methods based on POPMUSIC principles can be derived.
In case a vehicle tour denes a part, it is clear that POPMUSIC can be
used only for problem instances involving several tours (at least 3, but typically
more than 6). In the problem instances considered in 22, 16, 17], each customer
has a co-ordinate on the Euclidean plane. The relatedness between two tours
has been dened as follows : First, the rectangular (x y) co-ordinates of the
centre of gravity of each tour is computed. Then the rectangular co-ordinates
are transformed into polar ones ( ), the depot being the reference point. The
relatedness between two vehicle tours with centre of gravity (1 1 ) and (2 2 )
is then dened by the dierence in their angles : (1 2 ) modulo 2. A subproblem is created by randomly selecting a seed tour and by considering then
an independent VRP containing only the customers of the r closest tours of
the seed tour. Since the aim of 22] was to design a parallel method, several
independent sub-problems were considered at a time and optimized using a basic
tabu search.
In 16], a POPMUSIC based method is embedded in a kind of variable neighbourhood search (VNS, 11]) which is itself used as the intensication mechanism
of a tabu search. In this application, a part is a vehicle tour, the customers have
co-ordinates on the Euclidean plane and the angle of the centre of gravity of the
tours is also used for dening the relatedness between tours. First, the POPMUSIC method is called with parameter r = 4. Once all sub-problems have
been optimized with a basic tabu search, the POPMUSIC method is called with
parameter r increased by 2 units and so on till the sub-problem created contains
all the customers of the original problem. At this point, a regular tabu search
working on the whole problem runs for a given number of iterations. Then the
VNS-POPMUSIC intensication mechanism is called again. In 17], the whole
method is embedded in an adaptive memory programme and used as optimizer.
The approach of 19] is quite dierent from 22, 16, 17] since a part is a customer (or, more precisely, the trips arriving to and departing from a customer).
The relatedness between two customers is dened in two ways, depending on
the objective function to optimize. If the goal is to minimize the total distance
travelled by the vehicles, then the relatedness between two customers is the
;
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inverse of the distance as dened in the original problem. If the objective is
to minimize the number of vehicles used to service all customers (with total
distance minimization as secondary objective), a penalty to the ordinary distance is added in case both customers belong to dierent tours. In order to add
some randomness in the sub-problem created, the computed relatednesses are
randomly perturbed.
The choice of the seed customer is always random. Once a subset of customers have been chosen, they are removed from the problem and optimally
re-inserted with constraint logic programming. The process is also embedded in
a VNS frame : At the beginning, parameter r is set to 1. Once a sub-problems
have been unsuccessfully solved (where a is a parameter), r is incremented. Note
that none of the methods discussed here uses exactly the stopping criterion described in the POPMUSIC frame. An interesting research issue would be to
study methods more closely related to the frame proposed in this article and to
try to use other relatedness measures for building sub-problems to optimize.

3.2 Clustering
The basic foundation of POPMUSIC was given by Taillard 23] for centroid clustering problems where the method was introduced under the acronym LOPT,
standing for Local OPTimizations. Cluster analysis is to partition a set of
entities into subsets, or clusters, such that the subsets are homogeneous and
separated from one another, considering measurements describing the entities.
This problem is very old and appears in a very large number of practical applications (see, e. g. 18]). A class of centroid clustering problems can be stated as
follows : Given n entities ei with
P weights wi (i = 1 : : : n) it is searched p centres
cj (j = 1 : : : p) minimizing ni=1 min w d (e c )], where d(ei cj ) measures
the dissimilarity between ei and cj . Dierent centroid clustering problems are
commonly used : If the centres can be placed only on entities, the problem is
known as the p-median problem. If the entities are given by co-ordinates on
the Euclidean plane, the distance measure being the Euclidean distance and the
centres can be placed anywhere on the plane, this is the multi-source Weber
problem. If the entities are given by co-ordinates in a Euclidean space, the distance measure being the square of the Euclidean distance and the centres can
be placed anywhere in the space, this is the minimum sum-of-squares clustering
problem.
For clustering problems, POPMUSIC-based methods have been designed by
making the following choices : A part of a solution is a cluster of entities. For
centroid clustering, the relatedness between two parts is dened as the inverse
of the distance between the centre of the clusters. The selection of a seed
part not in O is done at random. Finally, the optimization procedure is a
descent method that uses a candidate list strategy and that stops after a given
number of iterations I . This heuristic method has a parameter. Therefore, our
POPMUSIC method has two parameters: r, as described in the frame, and I ,
j
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p

100
150
200
250
300
350
400
450
500

Best
Quality % above best]
CPU time s. SPARC10]
known RVNS VNDS POP1 POP2 RVNS VNDS POP1 POP2
47685934.0 2.34
0.73
1.19
0.44
153
1132
145
505
30524769.8 3.13
1.44
1.16
0.58
153
1676
111
355
21875113.9 2.49
1.10
1.07
0.50
160
2124
96
262
16621446.4 2.56
1.34
1.35
0.76
182
2954
89
234
13289633.4 2.50
1.57
1.58
0.78
229
3151
82
205
11019171.4 2.60
1.36
1.69
0.76
231
3760
75
179
9362179.2 3.35
1.82
1.40
0.66
165
3446
72
170
8101618.7 3.47
1.71
1.61
0.80
242
4152
69
163
7102678.4 2.85
1.86
1.70
0.90
204
4060
68
156

Table 1: Comparison of RVNS, VNDS, POPMUSIC(6, 40) (POP1) and POPMUSIC(10, 100) (POP2) for minimum sum-of-squares clustering instances with
3038 entities
the parameter of the optimization procedure.
Inspired from this POPMUSIC method, designed by Taillard 23] in 1996,
Hansen and Mladenovic 11] have proposed variable neighbourhood decomposition search (VNDS) by varying the value of POPMUSIC parameter r. In
Table 1, we compare our POPMUSIC heuristic (with two parameter sets) with
the reduced variable neighbourhood search (RVNS) and variable neighbourhood
decomposition search of 11]. Comparisons are restricted to minimum sum-ofsquares instances with 3038 unit weight entities located on the Euclidean plane,
named pcb3038 in the TSPLIB compiled by Reinelt 15]. Further computational
results are provided in 23]. Various centroid clustering problems with non-unit
weight instances, larger instances up to 88900 entities, are considered in this reference. The initial solution provided to our method is obtained with DEC 23],
a fast heuristic that decomposes the problem into a number of sub-problems.
DEC produces solutions from 5 to 8% above best ones known. The computation times provided in Table 1 take into account the time to generate the initial
solution. Each problem instance was solved 10 times with our method and the
values are averaged in the table.
In Table 1, it is quite clear that our POPMUSIC implementation is more
e cient than RVNS and VNDS. Even for short runs with r = 6 and I = 40 the
method produces solutions of similar quality to VNDS while taking on the average 34 times less computation time. By enlarging the sub-problem size (r = 10)
and increasing the optimization eort (I = 100), it is possible to halve the average gap to the best solutions known. That is, for the second parameter setting
(POP2) the solution quality improves considerably while having computation
times that are well below those of VNDS in all cases and even below those of
RVNS for p 300. All best solution values reported in the table have been
found with our POPMUSIC implementation.
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4 POPMUSIC for balancing mechanical parts
4.1 Problem denition
The problem of balancing mechanical parts may be sketched as follows : n
mechanical parts of weight wi (i = 1 : : : n) have to be xed on a support. Each
part may occupy any of n positions on the support, given by their co-ordinates
(xi yi : : :) (i = 1 : : : n), where typically the problem is considered in one, two
or three dimensions. Only one part may be xed on a given position. The goal
is to position each mechanical part on the support in such a way that the centre
of gravity of all the parts is as close as possible to an ideal centre of gravity,
say (0 : : : 0). Mathematically, the objective is to nd 
, the set of the
permutations of n elements, that minimizes the function f () :
2

min

2

1
 f ( ) = Pn

i=1 wi



Pn

i=1 wi x

i



Pn

i=1 wi y i : : :

Note that it is possible to cover the case that the number of positions diers
from the number of parts by adding dummy parts of weight 0 (if the number of
positions is greater than the actual number of parts) or dummy positions at the
ideal centre of gravity (if the number of parts is greater than the actual number
of positions).
The balancing problem is of major practical importance. Typical applications are the balancing of rotating parts 9, 7, 8] such as turbine rotors. A
turbine rotor is composed of an axis around which a number of (almost) identical blades are xed. Due to mechanical, thermic and chemical constraints, the
blades are made in a special alloy that is di cult to manufacture. The result is
that the blades have not exactly the same weight. The weight dierence of the
blades induces vibrations in the turbine that strongly depend on the position of
the centre of mass of the blades. The more the centre of mass is away from the
centre of the axis of the turbine, the higher the vibrations are. Therefore, it is
very important to nd an arrangement of the blades around the axis in such a
way that the centre of gravity is as close to the rotation centre of the rotor as
possible.
Another practical application of the problem is the balancing of the load of
boats, airplanes or lorries.
In the literature 12, 20, 13], the balancing problem is commonly explored
as a special case of the quadratic assignment problem, which is NP-hard. This,
however, does not settle its complexity, since transforming a problem into a
hard one does not establish the complexity of .
The balancing of mechanical parts can be shown to be NP-hard by the
polynomial transformation of the bi-partition problem. The latter consists in
nding a partition of 2n elements of weight wi (i P
= 1 : : : 2n)Pinto two subsets
S1 and S2 of n elements each, in such a way that i S1 wi = i S2 wi . Let us
P

P

2
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now consider a balancing problem in one dimension with 2n parts with the same
weight as the weight of the partition problem and a support with n positions at
co-ordinate (-1) and n positions at co-ordinate (1). There is a solution of cost
0 to this balancing problem if, and only if a bi-partition exists.
The approach of modeling the balancing problem as a special case of the
quadratic assignment problem may have some additional shortcoming. Although a large number of e cient tabu search approaches have been developed
for the problem, the computation of the objective function takes a time proportional to n2 with the quadratic assignment formulation while it can be computed
in O(n) with the original formulation.

4.2 POPMUSIC adaptation
The problem of balancing mechanical parts has been successfully approached
with tabu search-based methods working on the quadratic assignment formulation 20]. So, we decided to adapt a basic tabu search due to Taillard 21] to the
original formulation of the problem and to use this method as the optimizer of a
POPMUSIC application. The neighbourhood used in this tabu search method
is to swap the positions of two parts. Naturally, swapping two parts of equal
weight is forbidden since such a move does not change the position of the centre
of gravity. It is quite natural to consider a part of a solution as a mechanical
part. The parts are initially ranked by decreasing weights. So, let us suppose
that the ith heaviest part has weight wi . With such a numbering of the parts,
we dene the set of the r closest parts of i as parts i i + 1 : : : i + r 1 (the
additions are made modulo n, so, the lightest part is close to the heaviest one).
The rationale behind this denition of sub-problems is the following : The aim
of the optimization of a sub-problem is to modify the position of r parts in such
a way to move the centre of gravity in the direction of its ideal position. It is observed, for problem instances commonly used in the literature, that the swap of
two parts often considerably modies the centre of gravity, meaning also a considerable variation in the objective function evaluation. Since the sub-problems
created in our POPMUSIC implementation are composed of parts having similar weights, it is possible to obtain small moves of the centre of gravity. Note
that few sub-problems are composed of the lightest and heaviest parts. So,
large moves of the centre of gravity are also possible. The seed parts are simply
chosen in the order 1 2 : : : n 1 : : : .
The initial solution provided to the method is just a random one. After
the solution is optimized with POPMUSIC, a short tabu search (500 iterations)
working on the whole neighbourhood tries to improve it.
;
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4.3 Numerical results
In order to show the e ciency of our POPMUSIC implementation for the balancing of mechanical part, we have considered a set of 18 problem instances
of the literature with size ranging from 30 to 100 parts. These instances corresponds to the balancing of turbine rotors where the parts are blades to be
regularly arranged around the rotor axis. The rst set of problems, linear30
: : :, linear80 are articial instances with blades of weight 1 2 3 : : : n. The second set is composed of two real problems obtained from an airline company,
named mas38 and mas40, used by Mason and Ronnqvist 13]. The last set is
composed of ten 100-parts instances randomly generated with the same mean
and variances of blade weights as observed in airplane turbines, also originating
from 13].
Unfortunately, it is not possible to use the numerical results published in
the literature for making signicant comparisons with our POPMUSIC heuristic. First of all, it would be unfair to compare our implementation (with O(n)
objective function evaluation) with QAP-based methods using an evaluation in
O(n2 ). In our tabu search implementation, the complexity of one iteration is
O(n2 ) and performing I iteration takes a time in O(I n2 ). In contrast, the
reverse elimination and star shape diversication methods implemented in 20]
take a time in O(n3 + I 2 n2 ) to perform I iterations.
Besides the di culty to compare methods with dierent time complexity,
there is another major di culty : The landscape associated with the neighbourhood that swaps two mechanical parts is extremely rugged (see 1] for details
about landscapes and ruggedness). So, a huge dierence between a good and a
bad run can be observed. For example, looking at 300 tabu search executions
for problem instances linear30, : : :, linear80, the worst solution is typically 250300% above the average one, meaning that a single bad run may in uence a
lot the average objective function statistic usually used in the literature. This
implies that a number of numerical results published are meaningless. So, signicant comparisons cannot be done.
In order to get the numerical results given in Table 2, we have proceeded
as follows. First, we run a basic tabu search for 10000 iterations and looked at
the computing time (expressed in seconds on Sun Sparcstation 5 in the Table)
and we try to nd parameters for our POPMUSIC heuristic in such a way that
its computational time is similar. We found that choosing r = 22 parts in the
sub-problems and performing about 1070 tabu search iterations for optimizing
the sub-problems was convenient. Then, we run both POPMUSIC and tabu
search 300 times with the chosen stopping criterion. In Table 2, we provide rst
the name of the instance, then the number of blades, then the absolute average solution value obtained with POPMUSIC (multiplied by 1010 to simplify
the number listed in the table), then the average solution value of tabu search
relatively to POPMUSIC ones, then the computational time of both methods
and nally a condence measure of the superiority of POPMUSIC, as explained
12

below. We see that POPMUSIC produces better solutions than tabu search
for problem instances with at least 40 mechanical parts. For linear80, the average solutions produced by tabu search are nearly 50% above those produced
by POPMUSIC. For the smallest instances linear30 and mas38, POPMUSIC
average solution value is slightly worse than basic tabu search ones.
In order to see if there is a statistical dierence in the solutions produced by
both methods, we run a Mann-Whitney test (for unparametric statistics, see,
e. g 5]). The latter can be used to test if POPMUSIC has a probability higher
than 1/2 to produce a solution better than tabu search. Moreover, the degree
of condence of the assumption that POPMUSIC has a probability higher than
1/2 to produce a better solution than tabu search can be evaluated (a condence near to 0% indicates that tabu search is signicantly better). Note that
the distribution functions of solution values for both methods dier not only in
the location of the distribution. So, the Mann-Whitney test cannot be used for
comparing the average solution values. For three problem instances (linear30,
mas38 and mas40) we found that 300 runs of each method were not enough for
nding a signicant dierence between both methods (even if the relative average solution values may dier from more than 12%). So, we run both methods
10000 times for these 3 instances. Then, we can have a signicant condence
degree, but unusual conclusions : For Linear30, POPMUSIC produces solutions
of worse average quality than the basic tabu search, but the probability for a
POPMUSIC run to produce a solution better than a tabu search run is signicantly above 1/2. This just translates the fact that both distribution functions
dier, but not necessarily their averages. For mas38, POPMUSIC produces solutions of worse average quality and has a probability signicantly below 1/2 to
produce a solution better than tabu search. For mas40, POPMUSIC is better
considering both criteria.

5 Conclusions
This article presents POPMUSIC, a meta-heuristic especially designed for optimizing the solutions of large instances of combinatorial problems. The metaheuristic suggests how to create sub-problems from a given solution in order
to optimize them. In addition, POPMUSIC includes a stopping criterion similar to those used in improvement methods. In essence, POPMUSIC works
as an improvement procedure dened on a very large neighbourhood. The
size of this neighbourhood can be modulated through a parameter. Therefore,
POPMUSIC-based methods can be easily embedded in a variable neighbourhood frame, as done for the vehicle routing problem (before the introduction of
the VNS terminology).
POPMUSIC formalizes and presents under a simple frame a number of ideas
\in the air" and already used in various implementations, in particular for vehicle routing problems. But other problems have been approached similarly, such
13

Name
linear30
linear40
linear50
linear60
linear70
linear80
mas38
mas40
mas100-1
mas100-2
mas100-3
mas100-4
mas100-5
mas100-6
mas100-7
mas100-8
mas100-9
mas100-10

n

30
40
50
60
70
80
38
40
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Quality
POP TS/POP
57721
0.991
20613
1.169
9336
1.300
5080
1.437
3285
1.419
2109
1.494
224
0.878
1773
1.037
74
1.201
88
1.234
71
1.096
92
1.280
77
1.239
101
1.145
95
1.300
110
1.305
103
1.324
91
1.149

CPU s. SPARC5] Condence (%)
POP
TS P (POP < TS) > 1=2
3.26
4.06
98.2
6.92
6.75
99.996
10.21
10.26
99.999
14.11
15.13
99.999
18.44
20.53
99.999
21.88
26.71
99.999
4.67
5.92
0.000
6.24
6.30
99.999
36.29
43.02
99.999
44.08
42.85
99.999
51.08
42.12
97
39.04
42.03
99.999
42.86
43.01
99.999
35.50
42.81
99.98
38.47
42.74
99.999
38.91
42.50
99.999
42.78
42.16
99.999
37.70
43.51
98.3

Table 2: Comparison of POPMUSIC(22, 1070) and Taboo(10000) for turbine
rotor balancing instances
as the job-shop scheduling or the direct ight network problem.
Two methods based on POPMUSIC are reviewed in detail: First an application to centroid clustering and second an application to the problem of balancing mechanical parts. It is shown that the POPMUSIC application to the
sum-of-squares clustering problem is much more e cient than other VNS-based
methods, which are themselves much more e cient than methods frequently
used in statistical software.
Second, the problem of balancing mechanical parts is introduced and shown
to be NP-hard. A fast tabu search has been designed for this problem. This tabu
search is embedded in a POPMUSIC frame and used as sub-problem optimizer.
A careful statistical analysis discloses that the POPMUSIC-based method is
more e cient than the fast tabu search for large instances of this problem.
Finally, let us speculate on other combinatorial optimization problems that
could be tackled with a POPMUSIC-based method. A way to approach problems on a tree (steiner tree, capacitated minimum spanning tree, : : :) would be
to dene parts as sub-trees. Then, the relatedness between two part may depend on the distance between two nodes belonging to dierent parts (either the
minimum direct distance between any couple of nodes or the distance along the
complete tree). The Steiner nodes most related to the considered parts and that
are not used in the current solution should be added for creating a sub-problem.
Another approach, more atomic, would be to consider any single node as a part
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and the relatedness between parts could just depends on the distance between
nodes.
For graph colouring problems, a part could be a colour. A more atomic
approach could be to consider one element to colour as a part. In the rst
case, the sub-problems are independent graph colouring problems with a limited number of colours. In the second case, the sub-problems have a limited
number of elements to colour that are in relation with the other elements of the
complete graph. So, the sub-problems would be colouring problems with additional constraints. Both approaches may be transposed for frequence allocation
problems.
For scheduling problems, a classical approach is to consider a machine as
a part. Sub-problems are then scheduling problems with a limited number of
machines but additional constraints to take into account the schedule of the
operations on the other machines. Another possibility that could be interesting
to investigate is to consider a job as a part.
Finally, POPMUSIC could also be used for on-line optimization problems
where a new request have to be added to a solution computed with requests
previously received. Indeed, a sub-problem can be built with the parts of the
current solution that are most related to the new request. The sub-problem is
then optimized on-line. Then, a POPMUSIC process can optimize the current
solution o-line until the next request arrives.
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